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U.N. troops
enforce truce
in Gorazde

by Maud S. Beelman
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - U.N. troops evacuated wounded civilians and
fanned out across besieged Gorazde to enforce a truce Sunday.
The United Nations said Bosnian
Serbs had met NATO's demand
to pull back from the city.

Truce in Bosnia
/ The UN said Bosnian Serbs
had met NATO's demand to pull
back from Sarajevo.
S On Saturday, the UN refused
NATO request for authorization to
bomb in response to heavy Serb
shelling.
</ More than 700 people were
killed in the three-week Serb
offensive.
NATO issued an ultimatum
Friday ordering Serbs to stop
their assault on Gorazde immediately or face air attacks. The
Serbs were given until early
Sunday to withdraw their forces
from the town, the center of a
Muslim enclave in eastern Bosnia.
The top U.N. official for former Yugoslavia, Yasushi Akashi,
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said in a statement after the
NATO deadline passed that the
situation had not required air
strikes. On Saturday, the United
Nations refused a NATO request
for authorization to bomb in response to heavy Serb shelling.
Despite the reported Serb
withdrawal, two women were
killed and IS were wounded by
Serb sniper fire Sunday, Bosnian
government radio reported.
There was also sporadic mortar
fire and a Serb infantry attack.
More than 700 people have
been killed in the three-week
Serb offensive.
But U.N. officials said the situation quieted as the day wore on
U.N. spokesman Maj. Eric Chaperon said Serbs were respecting
the terms of a cease-fire they had
agreed to and were withdrawing
1.9 miles (three kilometers) from
Gorazde's center.
"The U.N. peacekeeping units
that have moved out in the threekilometer area covered by the
agreement have not found a Serb
presence," he said, in a clear indication that the likelihood of
NATO air strikes had faded.
"The fact is that virtually all of
the ultimatum has been complied
with They're trying to comply
with it," Secretary of State Warren Christopher said Sunday on
ABC's "This Week With David
Brinkley."
See TRUCE, page four.
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Members of the Kappa Sigma fraternity carry one of their special
brothers in on a special conch to a special event: Beta S00 Saturday
afternoon. The winners of Saturday's annual event, men's and

women's, were Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Chi Omega, respectively.

Car bomb blows in Johannesburg
ANC headquarters damaged,
at least nine people left dead
by Donna Bryson
The Associated Press
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - A car bomb exploded
in downtown Johannesburg
Sunday, killing at least nine
people, damaging the headquarters of the African
National Congress, and terrorizing South Africans just two
days before the first all-race
election.
No one claimed responsibility for the blast, which also
wounded about 100 people.
Suspicions fell on white extremists - the last, stubborn holdouts to the election that will
usher in black-majority rule.
Political leaders from
several parties appealed for
calm.
"I don't want you to concentrate on the violent action of
those people who want to disrupt the process," ANC President Nelson Mandela said at a
huge rally In Durban that culminated his campaign for the
nation's highest office.
"We're going to deal with
those people. We have made
fantastic progress, despite
criminals and murderers."
The ANC was expected to
win the election, the first in
South African history to include the black majority.
Right-wing extremists opposed
to black majority rule have

threatened drastic action before voting begins.
The present white-led
government, expected to share
power with the ANC in the next
administration, said it was resolved to go ahead with the voting, which begins Tuesday and
ends Thursday.
"Those who believe that they
will prevent or disrupt the
election by such terrorism
have completely missed the
bus," Law and Order Minister
Hernus Kriel said in a statement.
One of those killed was an
ANC provincial legislature
candidate, Susan Keane, who
was drlvinK into the ANC regional office for a meeting
when the bomb went off. Other
victims were pedestrians near
the blast site.
A spokesman for the militant
right-wing Afrikaner Resistance Movement denied the
group was involved.
The blast, the biggest ever to
hit Johannesburg, renewed
fears of raging violence during
the election - fears that had
been quelled by the last-minute
decision of the Zulu nationalist
Inkatha Freedom Party to take
part In the vote. Inkatha's decision left only right-wing extremists boycotting the ballot.
Supporters of Inkatha and
the ANC have fought In the
black townships for years -
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COLUMBUS - Gov. George
Voinovich and representatives
from 37 business, professional,
agricultural and trade organizations have begun their six-day
mission.
The state-sponsored trip was
planned to help Ohio increase its
annual sales of Ohio-made products and services to Mexico from
$1 million to $10 million within
five years.
Among those flying down with
Voinovich on Saturday were representatives from Chrysler, Ford
and General Motors; a law firm; a
telecommunications company;
numerous manufacturers, universities and Christmas tree
farmers; and the Ohio Corn
Growers Association.
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A car "*■ In flames after a hug* explosion In downtown Johannesburg near the headquarters of the
African National Congress on Sunday. The explosion, said by police to have been caused by some 200
pounds of explosives, killed at least four people and Injured many others.
three ANC election workers
were killed Saturday and eight
were missing after a shooting
In Ulundi, the capital of the
Zulu homeland.
Inkatha leader Mangosuthu
Buthelezi, who agreed last
week to end the party's boycott
of the balloting, joined in condemning the violence Sunday.

He appealed to his supportera: "The IFP gains absolutely
nothing from violence. ... Let
the election run Its course and
let it be free and fair."
The attack did not bear hallmarks of militant black groups,
who have tended to focus on
white targets, either civilian or
military. Most of the victims

Sunday were black. White
right-wingers are known to
possess explosives and to be
experts at using them.
The blast "could herald an
attempt by the right-wing to
make the country ungovernable," military analyst Helmoed-Romer Heltman said.

Richard Jacob, president of
BriskHeat Corp., a Columbus
company that makes heating
elements for manufacturing, said
traveling with a governor can
open doors for companies like
his.
"We looked at the level of contacts that a governor's mission
provides, and we said we want to
be there," Jacob said.
Neil Moss, president and chief
executive officer of an international marketing and investment
See TRIP, page four.
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The dismantling of the
Ohio state hospital system
during the past 30 years has
made it harder to get
patients committed to mental hospitals.

On Tuesday, the first day
of their nation's first
multiracial electlons,btack
South Africans get the opportunity to vote - in the
United States.

The Cincinnati Bengals
made Ohio State's Dan Wilkinson the top pick in this
year's National Football
League draft.
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WEATHER
Today, mostly sunny and
continued warm with a high
near 80.Southwest winds 10
to 20 mph. Tonight, mainly
clear. Low near 60.
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Nixon will be
missed by some
* • T n the end what matters is that you have always
Xlived life to the hilt. I have won some great victories and suffered some devastating defeats. But
win or lose, I feel fortunate to have come to that time
in my life when I can finally enjoy what my Quaker
grandmother would have called 'peace at the
center."'
- from Richard Nixon's 1990 book "In the Arena"
The country will be observing a national day of
mourning Wednesday for former President Nixon
who died Friday, four days after suffering a stroke.
It has been 20 years since Lyndon B. Johnson
passed away -- that was the last time this country has
had to see a president die.
But Nixon's death strikes a different chord in the
hearts of "Generation X youth," as his administration was the first of their lifetimes. Unfortunately,
the administration was also the most tainted of the
generation's lifetime.
Nixon announced his resignation of the office of
the presidency on Aug. 9,1974, the only president to
ever do so. He resigned in the wake of a coverup of a
"third-rate" burglary of the Watergate Hotel and the
Democratic headquarters.
The event placed a mark on the office of the presidency and sent a message to a generation that no one
is beyond fault. His resignation has placed the office
of the president under an intense amount of scrutiny
by the American public.
In the first few years following his resignation, the
Nixons lived in virtual seclusion. But over the last IS
years, Nixon did a tremendous job of reviving his
name to a stature at which it should always have
been held.
The future will be built upon the experiences and
lives of a generation that has grown up with a scandal to accompany every administration. However,
Nixon will not be looked upon as the President who
ruined the sanctity of the office. Rather, Nixon will
be viewed as a great leader whose life mirrored the
humanity in everyone, flaws and all.
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Regaining our lost identity
America is under siege.
No, we are not under siege like
Bosnia-Herzegovina America is
under siege in a cultural war that
has our society wrestling with itself. Not even Steven Seagal can
save us from this one. We are in a
cultural war that has reached a
point of anarchy, where everything is accepted as the norm and
such principles as absolute
truths have been thrown out the
window. America has no role
models who can assert themselves with their integrity, and
give others examples to live by.
America, Generation X in particular, has no role models who
live a virtuous life. The media
has made the late Nirvana singer
Kurt Cobain into a role model and
spokesperson for Generation X.
He was neither a role model, nor
a spokesperson. Kurt Cobain was
a joke and a pathetic waste of
life. Sorry Nirvana fans, but
that's the truth. Kurt Cobain
never spoke for me, and was the
furthest thing from what I would
consider a role model. Cobain definitly had talent, but he screwed
up his life with drugs and alcohol.
Now, I could fill up this page
with statistics, but that isn't quite
necessary. Everyone knows the
sad grim stories that fill up the
newspapers and nightly newscast. We see every aspect of this
cultural war every day, and it
surrounds each and every one of
us. Every cultural Indicator that
should be down Is up, and every
cultural indicator that is down
should be up. This sounds like a
flashback to one of Bill Clinton
and Al Gore's 1992 campaign
speeches. What they spoke of
was economic Indicators (which
was nothing but lies, but anyhow); the Issues here are the cul-

Rick
Hackbarth
tural tragedies that affect each
and every one of us. Statistics
continually show the rise of suicide, murder, rape, divorce, sexually-transmitted diseases, illegitimate births and the list could
goon.
What is the cause for all these
dreadful truths that makes our
society look so bleak?
The first reason is because
there is a lack of Individual responsibility. Many people take
the easy way out rather than face
their problems. Kurt Cobain's
life was filled with problems and
he took the easy way out by killing himself. Some other areas
that people take the easy way out
are divorce and abortion. Another area missing in many Indl| vlduals is accountability, where
[ each person is liable for their acI tions. Individuals that contribute
j to driving statistics up fail to be
able to answer for their unintelligent and deviant behavior.
The second reason is due to the
, lack of morality and absolute
i truths in this society. Such sound
and basic priciples as the ten
commandments Is seriously lacking in this country. These fundamental principles are deficient

in many people's lives, which explains the result of the rise of
murder, rape and STD's. America will continue to be a demoralized country as long as we continue to lack absolute truths.
There continues to be a shortage of responsibility in people
when it comes to sex. This is why
we see the threat of STD's are
statistically on the rise. There is
a movement on campus to get a
class on sex education madatory
for all students. What this shows
is that many lack responsibility
In their lives and it needs to be
taught. If you get AIDS or any
other venereal disease, it is your
own stupid fault. We don't need a
mandatory class that tells us If
we don't practice safe sex we run
the risk of getting AIDS. That is
common sense. Not even safe sex
Is 100 percent failproof. So, you
have to use your head, and know,
that you know, what you know,
before you do anything stupid.
Are there any solutions to
America's societal problems? I
believe there are, and I found It
etched in stone on the east side of
the McFall building. These wise
words are:
Religion, morality, and knowledge being necessary to good
government and the happiness of
mankind. Schools and the means
of education shall be forever encouraged.
Religion, morality and knowledge are three essential entitles
that are necessary in order for
America to regain stability in the
losing cultural war. They are required In the respective order
that they are mentioned, because
one follows the other. If you take
one out, the whole equation goes,
out of sync. Religion, morality,
and knowledge go hand in hand.

Why are all three so important?
Religion is important for the
well-being of every individual.
Now, I'm not advocating anything radical here, or suggest
that you should become a monk
or a nun. What I am advocating is
that religion and faith in God is a
solution to many of America's
social ills. With religion, suicide,
murder, rape and STD's wouldn't
be out of control.
Morality Is the next principal
step, for it follows religion. Morality and absolute truths are seriously lacking In this country.
There are absolute rights and absolute wrongs, and they exist for
our benefit. They are not oxymorons. With moral principles a
person would know that it is
wrong to do the many things that
have wreacked havoc upon our
country.
Knowledge is last, but equally
as important. With knowledge
one has the power to know the
truth. These knowledgable truths
can set America free from the
cultural war that we are in. These
truths can be found in religion
and morality, and they are the
basics we need to return to.
This country continues to
search for answers for all the
problems that exist, but most
come up with nothing. Much of
what I have just said is the truth,
whether you accept it or not It is
imporatnt for people to understand and realize this. On the
west side of the McFall building
there is another proverbial truth,
and it Is written as follows:
That this nation under God
shall have a new birth of freedom, and that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people shall not perish from this
earth. This Is my dream.

Students and responsiblity
Partiers asked to be courteous of their neighbors in community
The long Bowling Green winter is over, and more agreeable weather la finally arriving. This Is the time of year when many University
students will want to have parties and celebrate the coming end of
the spring semester.

This is the time of year when many BGSU
students will want to have parties and
celebrate the coming end of the spring
semester.

We In the University Administration and City Government are
pleased that you chose the University for your college career*. We
recognize and appreciate your many contributions to both the campus and the local community. It is important to us that your experiences while living In Bowling Green are educational, pleasurable, and
memorable. We want you to enjoy yourselves and to have a good time
while you are learning.
If you decide to have a party off-campus, we ask that you do so In a uor Control. You should also bear In mind that It la against the law In
responsible manner and in a way that shows concern for your neigh- Ohio to poagaaa an open container of any alcoholic beverage on public
bors. Contact your neighbors ahead of time and let them know about property no matter how old you are. Don't let a violation mar your reyour plans. Urge them to call you first If the party becomes annoying cord and possibly jeopardize your career prospects.
For those students who are graduating, we offer you our
to them. In neighborhooda containing both students and permanent
residents, differences in lifestyles are Inevitable, but you can help wholehearted congratulations and extend our best wishes for a happy
■"'"'■'n friendly relations by avoiding excessive noise, littering, and and productive future. We hope that you will not forget the campus
and community where you spent so many of your learning years, and
other offensive behavior.
that you will return from time to time as successful alumni. For those
Above all, please be especially mindful of Ohio's underage drinking of you who will be returning after the semsester break, we wish you •
law. This state law prohibits the possession or consumption of alcoho- most enjoyable summer and look forward to seeing you In the fall.
lic beverages by anyone under the age of 21. Both University and
Ron Zwierleln, interim vice president of student affairs, and Wes
City police have a duty to striclty enforce it In addition, it Is locally
enforced from time to time by agents of the Ohio Department of IJq- Hoffman, mayor of Bowling Green, co-authored this guest column.
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A question of
accuracy
Student accuses professor
of inaccurate report
Richard Zeller, under the guise of protecting student rights to free
speech, is doing more harm to the exchange of ideas in the classroom
than he can imagine. Like Chicken Little In a children's story, Zeller
is sounding the alarm and claiming the Bowling Green sky is falling
under the weight of political correctness, and like Chicken Little's
fear, Zeller's is all based on nothing, all in response to what is ultimately nothing.
Zeller is making accusations that have no support. His "research"
has been questioned and contested by academic deans and his own
colleagues. Engaging in a rational discourse with the man, and questioning how he collected his information is impossible because he
operates on the plane of the reactionary. Zeller has "seen" the problem, an alleged preponderance of "political correctness" that requires undergraduate students to agree with their instructors or not
receive a "good" grade, and he is sounding the alarm.
The question is "Where is Zeller's proof the problem exists?" His
talk this past Tuesday was riddled with highly charged accustations
against specific departments supported only by anecdote and conjecture, and a few points to his briefcase, which he claimed had all the
secrets. Zeller could not even answer simple questions about what he
has done to back up his accusations, nor has he been able to provide
and reason why, <f this problem is so widespread, more students have
not come forward and formally complained.
Some students on Tuesday night attempted to offer reasons why
they don't come fore ward - it's nice that so few students can speak
for an entire campus population. One even claimed that it was of no
use to try to contest the alleged "politically correct" ideologies becuase that would "mark" the student as "politically Incorrect," which
could, again allegedly, potentially hurt future chances for good
grades. This student claimed it was "easier" to go along with the politics of the instructor rather than risk a low grade.
Whatever happened to Intellectual courage? Why is it that such a
pathetic, defeatist attitude Is allowed to prevail as a valid argument?
There is no support for this student's accusations, yet the student,
who said he was a freshman, took these ideas to be the "truth."
This raises many questions about the effects of Zeller's survey:
■ At what point do Zeller's "findings" become relied on as undeniable "fact" and stereotype the classes/departments he has targeted?
If students enter a classroom thinking "indoctrination" (in it's most
horrible sense, since you really cannot escape "indoctrination" no
matter where you go) takes place there. Is not the class already prejudged? Will they not "find what they expect to find?
■ How do you account for what a student "feels" about his grade
compared with what a student has actually done for his grade? In
other words a student may "feel" he has been graded down for "political reasons" when in fact the poor grade is the result of a weak
effort in thesis development, grammar, logic, explication of thought,
etc. Again, since Zeller has no tangible support behind his accusations we cannot see for ourselves how students have been graded
down for "political" reasons.
■ This survey marginalizes all leftist thought under one category,
"political correctness," and makes it into a monolithic movement
taking over this campus (an accusation which, when compared to
other universities, is downright laughable). Don't these "findings" of
Zeller's work toward limiting discourse in the classroom, and espouse a "politically correct" position of their own? What are the motives for Zeller's survey if not political motives?
■ Why has Zeller only targeted, at least on his two-page "Political
Correctness at BGSU" handout, humanities departments? Is this to
say that "political indoctrination" does not occur in the business
school or in the "natural" sciences? Or is he afraid of offending the
University's "bread and butter" - those recipients of government
and corporate funding? Does he honestly think politics is absent from
their classrooms?
Zeller should make public the questions he used to arrive at the
"results" he has published. And perhaps he would get to the heart of
the matter and share with us what would be his "ideal" classroom situation. And maybe those few worshipful, undergraduate students
who have been supporting Zeller should learn how to think critically
for themselves rather than rely on the reactionary, and intellectually
undemanding, stance finger pointing at alleged cases of "political
correctness."
Francis Desiderio is a graduate student in the department of popular culture and a guest columnist for The BG News.
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Group opposes Klan rally
Citizens form Unity Coalit ion to educate against KKK
On March 15th, 1994 • group
of cidaens have a meeting. The
topic of this meeting was the
Ku Klux Kan rally, to be nek)
an June 18, 19M. Concerned
•bout the effect tola rally
would have on our community,
we began to educate ouraelvea
about the KKK, their rallies
and their belief a. By the end of
the meeting, the Unity Coalition was formed.
The Unity Coalition has not
been formed to debate die
right to free speech, but to
educate ouraelvea and the
community about bate groups,
such as the Klan, and to show
our respect for all humankind.
Through the National KJanwatch we have learned that the
greatest allies hate groups,
such as the Klan, have in a
community are fear and
silence, and the greatest enemy is simple, unequivocal,
public rejection. Recent history
has shown that it doesn't take
an army to drive the Klan out
ot town, (Klan groups have
been known to return to towns
a second and third time) a public statement of opposlton from
city officials, level-headed chicarrying unmistakeable
of rejection, and a
noaanklioui absence of public
participation at the Klan event
is enough to discourage the
Klan returning to recruit in
most towns.
Some cities have gone even
further to make their opposlton
known. A 1987 Klan march In

Greensboro, N.C, drew 125
people, but the effect was diminished since the day before,
about six times as many people
were on band for a celebration
Of racial harmony that was attended by dry officials, ministers of different faiths, police
officials and hundreds of cit 1sensof all ago and colors.
For an effort like Greensboro to be successful, cooperation is needed not only from
government, but from chrches,
schools, media and police. In
the past, officals taken the

to way* In which we, as citizens
can address the short term and
long-term effect this rally
holds for our community.
Our goals as a Coalition include:
■ Holding a Unity Day rally
the evening before the Klan
really, (June 17) to give citizens a voice to oppose the Klan
and what they stand for. A
peaceful event that will focus
on brotherhood and togetherness as a community.
■ A symbol, a green "Unity

A symbot, a green "Unity Knot," is to be
passed out to all citizens as a protest against
the racial hatred and violence the Klan
stands for.
stance that any public statement regarding Klan activities
was simply free publicity.
Now, more and more cities are
hrsjinhig to recognize that if
the Klan is allowed to march
and recruit without any vocal
opposition from the community. Its chances of winning eonverts and stirring trouble is Increased.
The Wood County Sheriffs
Department, BG Ponce Department and the Wood County
Commissioners have been
most cooperative la helping to
educate the Unity ~—ffr1*— as

Knot," to be passed out to all
citizens as a protest against the
racial hatred and violence the
Klan stands for.
■ Educate citizens about the
Ku Klux Klan and other hate
groups. Pamphlets and literature are being complied now. A
headquarter! is being sought
that will be manned with laformation to answer questions
fit liens may have.
■ A campaign to urge people
to not attend the tally. Green
signs have been printed that
state "Don't Attend." These
signs will be available on June

1st for citizens to place m
their windows.
■ Cooperation with police
and city officials to help mainlain saftey and cut costs to the
dry by using volunteers to help
set up and tear down fencing
that police need to contain the
rally site. Volunteers will also
help clean up the area after the
rally.
■ Assist businesses and residents around the courthouse
area if they wish to have
windows boarded, and to provide alternative activities for
these people who do not want
to remain In the area during
the rally.
■ Hold a candle-light vigil
led by churches and community leaders at the site of the
KKK rally the evening of June
18, as a public statement of reclaiming our community.
For our goals to be met, we
need the help and cooperation
of many people. We hope that
you will JOBS us and help us
turn this negative event that
has been forced upon us. Into a
positive statement of community unity and respect for all
The Unity Coalition
Tuesday evenings at 7:30;
please watch the paper for location of the next ir.aetlng.The
Unity Coalition may be contacted at P.O. Box 73, Bowhns
Green.
Deborah Pirooz and iAaryann
Sandusky ore residents of
Bowlmg Green.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
who weren't quite sure whether
the parodies were, in fact, meant
as parodies. Why were so many
in the campus communiy unable
to tell for sure? Had they all suddenly unknowingly ingested stupid pills or is it that those parodies, extreme as they are, aren't
all that different in spirit from
CSO's original fliers? Could it be
The BG News:
that the parodies merely make
If I were a member of the Con- explicit the swaggering nastiness
servative Students Organization implicit in the originals?
I'd be concerned about those
And to those souls, wellparody fliers too, but my concern meaning and otherwise, who
would have a different focus. In- termed the parody fliers "jokes":
stead of brying about the misuse
of my organization's supposed
good name by a pack of secretive
cowards who might be (GASP)
homosexuals as well, I'd be worried about the sheer number based on my anecdotal sampling - of sensible human beings

CSO should
worry about
their image

There is a huge difference between a joke and a parody. A joke
is offered striclty for laughs, but
parody enjoys a rich, political,
serious history as it has often
been used in many different cultures to expose ugly spectacles
for the obnoxious travesties that
they actually are. Judged in this

context, the parodies of CSO
seem to work just fine.
I know what at least some of
you must be thinking by now, but
I neither wrote nor posted the
parodies.
On the other hand, I kind of
wish that I had.
Steve Hesske English Instructoi
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Just a f met km of what w spend on
sports can help keep society in shape.
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2 Bedrooms

THE SUMMER PREVIEW TABU

I

520 L Reed
824 6th St
^ This Wednesday, April 27th our
801 ft 808 5th St ^ special tab is focused on letting
808 High
^ you know what's happening this
708 5th St
^ summer. .
iFor More Information
2v/ssss/ss/s/ss/s/sssssssss/s/sss/sss/sy,
Call NEWLOVE
Lnciuaia
.
Rentals
352-5620
I
Our Only Office I

HELP!
Introducing.„

1 &2 'Bedroom Apartments
for Summer 'Rgntat

Qrttnbriar Inc. s

9 Blocks from Campus
460 Lehman

354-3533
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The Off-Campus Student Center is looking for
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, energetic, students
to volunteer as peer group facilitators for the
Commuter Pie-Registration Meetings this summer.
Pick-up a peer group facilitator application at the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center.
105D Moseley Hall, or call us at (419) 372-2573.
Applications must be returned by Friday, April 29th.

Greater Toledo Area Chapter

SSWST
(419>24»3331

Be a part from their start!

CampBeCCrtittApts.
'Being built for Jail '94
2 and 3 Bedrooms
Catt352-0717 or stop
By 224 £. Woosterfor
more information
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Men's golf will travel to Xavier International in
Cincinnati.
An evening of Venetian chamber music will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. at St. Mark's Lutheran Church.

Tuesday
• The softball team will host Toledo at 2 p.m.
• The baseball team will take on Findlay in a home game at
1p.m.

Wed nesday
•The Bowling Green Phi)harmonica will give its final concert of the year at 8 p.m. in Kobacker Hall.
• The baseball team will host Ball State 1 p.m.
• The softball team will travel to Wright State for a 3 p.m.
game.

Thursday

APPkMa/JulkMum

Fennln Bohorquez I* toppled from bis horse by a charging bull day. Neither Bohorquez nor the horse were Injured In the Incident.
during a Rejoneor (horseridlng bullfight) In Seville, Spain on Sun-
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CHARLESTOWN APIS.

Continued from page one.

AND

The men's tennis team will compete in the MAC championships at Muncie, lnd. at 9 a.m.
Women's tennis will play in the MAC championships in
Ypsilanti, Mich, at 10 a.m.
• Both men's and women's track will compete in the Drake
Relays in Des Moines, Iowa. The time will be announced.
• Men's and women's track will compete in the Penn
Relays in Pittsburgh, Penn. The time will be announced.

TRUCE
have been eliminated or are being phased out over a period of
years.
"We believe if you're not In the
international marketplace,"
Voinovich said, "you don't know
who your competition is. You
may wake up some morning and
find your competition is eating
your lunch."

Continued from page one.

While U.N. officials said the
banking service for Ohio comtruce was generally holding,
panies, agreed.
Bosnian Prime Minister Haris Si "Mexican businesses are seek•NOW RENTING'
lajdzic complained earlier in the
ing Joint ventures with Ohio
day that "Gorazde is still a scene
companies," he said. " ... Those
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
of fighting." He said the Serbs
private companies really do take
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
had "partly withdrawn, but not
you seriously when you're on a
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
completely."
mission sponsored by the state of
water included, air conditioning
U.N. officials often play down
Ohio."
641 Third St Apt 4, B.C.
The North American Free But the 800,000-member Ohio truce violations to avoid having
Trade Agreement, which took ef- AFLCIO believes NAFTA will to call air strikes that could escaResident Manager 352-4380
fect in January, opened Mexico mean Ohloans will pay the price. late fighting and wreck fragile
"We remain as opposed to NA- negotiations.
to U.S. companies. Many tariffs
About 200 peacekeepers arFTA now as we were six months
ago," said AFLCIO spokesman rived late Saturday in Gorazde
Kent Darr. "In the four months and fanned out across the city.
r) r1 r\
ri H ... the demand for natural resources since NAFTA took effect, 33 Another 300 peacekeepers due to
companies have an- arrive Sunday were held up at
f\ Eli \j U v IJ
needed to produce new books. American
nounced plans to open offices in Sarajevo airport. The presence
of the peacekeepers also diminiMexico."
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... books sold back by other students.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET

(-■p \//-i 1 i-*
r^ \^j / ^/i_, Hi ...your used books and your money.
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... your books for cash and help meet the
demand for them next term.

Featuring;
Monday Night
6 Varieties of Pizza
5:00 - 8:00 PM
Supreme
1099 S. Main Street Cavatini
Salad Bar
353-5691
Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!

shes the likelihood of air strikes,
which could put them In danger.
U.N. helicopters evacuated
wounded civilians from Gorazde,
where the hospital was badly
damaged in more than three
weeks of relentless Serb pounding.
By early Sunday evening, six
helicopters had brought about 40
wounded, including several children, to the Zetra Stadium in
Sarajevo. Aid workers In Gorazde estimate that at least several
hundred injured civilians require
evacuation.
U.N. officials strongly
criticized a Serb requirement
that the helicopters land at a
checkpoint for inspection on
trips to and from Gorazde.
"There will be death," said Dr.
Genevieve Begkoyian of the U.N.
High Commission for Refugees
agency in Sarajevo. "If we wait
and wait, people will be dying for
lack of medical care.'
Another U.N. aid spokesman,
Peter Kessler, said patients on
one helicopter "were very, very
frightened about stopping on
Bosnian Serb territory."
"The helicopters were checked
quite thoroughly," he said 'lite
patients were terrified. The
patients' ID cards were all compared to the manifest. And they
were filmed. The Bosnian Serb
military brought a TV camera
into the helicopters."
A 14-truck U.N. relief convoy
carrying nearly 90 tons of food to
Gorazde left Belgrade early Sunday. But officials said Bosnian
Serbs were denying it passage,
saying it lacked authorization.

Pheasant
Room • • •

^$4.»5 \
Dinner 5-7 pm
B<yTDOG9

#**-**

Tokyo
Hong Kong
Bangkok
Taipei

Singapore

$889
$815
$849
$839
$869

l&a « ion** tan OnbooO bMd on
lanotfppuchBe. Cetan ttorct ixxJau
HBMHMI fflfyost

l%^%%%%%%%^^%%%%^»^^»%%%^2
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CouncilTravel
8 E. 13* Ave Columbus, OH 43801
«14-t94-M9«
C.ill (or .1 FREE Student Tr.ivcli m«»g.uinc
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Ruling may have been leaked Unmarried Ohio
Judges deny telling compensation decision before release
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - A long-awaited
Ohio Supreme Court ruling on
workers' compensation may have
been leaked, and some justices
may have been pressured to
change their votes on the case.
The Plain Dealer reported Sunday.
But all seven justices denied
leaking the court's 5-2 decision
before its April 8 release, which
upheld most provisions of a new
workers' compensation law, the
newspaper said.
Chief Justice Thomas J. Moyer
and Justice Paul Pf elf er said they
heard from numerous sources
that the decision was widely
known before its release.
The two justices declined to
say who was suspected of leaking
the opinion but said more than
one justice was involved.

teen-agers have
high birth rate

"It is a serious problem," The newspaper did not identify already knows what it says,'"
Moyer said. "I plan to bring this the sources or the justices.
Moyer said.
up in a private conference with
Resnick said Moyer told justices two days before the opinion
the members of the court and see
was released that "the vote was
how they respond"
out on the street."
The newspaper said Justice
Alice Robie Resnick may have
The newspaper reported that
others connected with the case,
been compelled to change her
vote, but she denied being presincluding justices, said the desured. Resnick has an unpublicision was known weeks - and
shed residential telephone numpossibly months - before its pubber and could not be reached
lic release.
Sunday for additional comment
Volnovich Chief of Staff Paul
Mifsud, who negotiated the
The decision "was the worstworkers' compensation law on
kept secret In town," Pfdfer
the governor's behalf, said he
said. "In the knew-too-much cat- Supreme Court chief justice never discussed any pending
egory, I would say clearly the
cases with the judges.
administration knew, the politiMoyer said he learned of the
cal party officials knew and leaks when a lower court judge
Justice Craig Wright wrote the
union leaders knew."
called him three weeks before opinion. Ms. Resnick, Moyer,
The Plain Dealer, citing sour- the decision was announced
Pfeifer and Justice Andy Dougces familiar with the case, said
las concurred, while Justices A.
three justices may have been
"He said, 'You'd better release William Sweeney and Francis E.
pressured to change their votes. the decision because everyone Sweeney dissented.

"It is a serious
problem. I plan to
bring this up in a
private conference
with the members of
the court and see how
they respond."
Thomas J. Moyer, Ohio

by Kathcrlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Ohio has one of the nation's highest birthrates among unmarried teen-aged mothers, and the highest rate
of all other Industrialized states, according to a report released
Sunday.
The "Kids Count Data Book," a compilation of statistics published annually by the Annie E. Casey Foundation, said 10.6 percent of the children bom in Ohio during 1991 were born to unmarried teens.
Only Arizona, Tennessee, North Carolina, Arkansas, Georgia,
Alabama, New Mexico, South Carolina, Louisiana, Mississippi
and the District of Columbia had higher percentages.
"It's pretty distressing," said Mark Real, director of Children's Defense Fund of Ohio. "The states that are worse than us
are all southern and southwestern states. We're not usually
compared to them.
"Michigan and Pennsylvania, which I think most people would
consider fair comparisons to Ohio, are much better."
Ohio scored 40th in the study. Indiana was 37th; West Virginia,
33rd; Kentucky, 32nd; Michigan, 31st; and Pennsylvania, 30th.
Ohio's birthrate among unmarried teens has been steadily rising. In 1985, single teen-agers accounted for 8.1 percent of the
state's births; within six years, gradual increases had amounted
to a 31 percent leap In the birthrate, the report showed.
"This is grim stuff, it really is. I think what it says is that we
need to be doing more In Ohio," Real said.
"If there were a story saying Ohio was one of the 10 worst in
terms of toxic waste, If we were 40th in high school graduation
rates, there would be a big flurry on this," he said. "Yet there's
not anybody In charge on this. Nobody is In charge."
Inquiries to state government press offices seemed to support
that criticism.
The governor's office and the Ohio Department of Health recommended calling the Department of Human Services for information on teen pregnancy programs. Human Services recommended calling the Health Department.
That is not to say there is no state program for pregnant teenagers.

Caning causes sparks to fly
by Denli D. Gray
The Associated Press
SINGAPORE - Six strokes of a
cane on the buttocks of an American teen-ager would not seem to
be an issue to arouse world
leaders, ordinary citizens and editorial writers warning of a
"clash of civilizations."
But that is what has happened
in the case of Michael P. Fay, an
18-year-old student from Kettering, Ohio, who may be flogged for
spray-painting cars and committing other acts of vandalism.
Imprisoned, he awaits a decision from the president of this
island-republic on his clemency
plea But whether he is caned or
not, the conflicts and frustrations
that the case has sparked won't
fade away.
Fay's "schoolboy pranks" - as
his defense lawyer called them have become enmeshed with
Western and Asian concepts of
human rights, the relation of punishment to crime and charges of
American arrogance and Asian
racism.
Singapore has been the leading
exponent of "an Asian-style
democracy" rather than one universal democratic concept.
The Asian version, espoused
largely by authoritarian regimes,
emphasizes social order, disci-

pline, economic development and
collective over individual rights.
Asia's "economic miracles" are
attributed to such an approach
"While we believe that an individual has certain rights, the
overriding consideration has to
be what is in the community's
overall good," Minister of Home
Affairs Wong Kan Seng said Saturday in defending Fay's sentence.
Singapore also has been a leading critic of what it sees as U.S.
efforts to impose its political and
human rights philosophies on the
world, sometimes using economic pressure to do so. Other Asian
nations have similar positions.
The Fay case has become a
prime example. President Clinton has called Fay's punishment
"excessive," and a New York
Times editorial urged American
companies in Singapore to pressure the government for clemency.
Denying charges that caning
Fay is a political or racist act,
Singapore says its tough laws are
being carried out for the welfare
of the community.
Local editorials have noted that
Americans have not protested
previous canlngs. About 1,000
people, virtually all of them
Asians, are flogged each year.
Singapore also argues that

3 POINT CONTEST!;
APRIL 25, 1994
' 5pm to 7pm
outdoor basketball courts
by quads

* FREE FREE *
•SIGN UP IN W® OFFICE
APRIL 20TH - 25TH
• Walk-ons welcome
• player with most baskets
in one minute wins!
• prizes

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343
for more Information

harsh laws have kept the country
relatively free of crime as well as
graffiti. It says coddling of criminals and permissive attitudes
have led to mayhem on American
streets.
Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew,
the architect of modern Singapore, recently said the United
States has "gone too far the other
way" by not daring to "restrain
or punish the individuals, forgiving them for whatever they have
done. That's why the whole country is in chaos. Drugs, violence,
unemployment and homelessness, all sorts of problems in its
society."
It is debatable whether Singapore's laws are responsible for
the low crime rate or whether
this is more directly linked to
abiding Confucian values of a
tightly knit and prosperous society.
Analysts have noted that countries like Japan, Ireland and Finland, with far more liberal laws,
have lower crime rates than
Singapore's.
But Singapore's arguments
have won converts, including
sizeable numbers of Americans,
judging from opinion polls and
letters to newspapers. Procaning opinions seem to reflect

frustration at the crime in everyday American life.
"That's a message from the
American people that they believe too many people are getting
away with serious crimes and not
paying any kind of [price]," William Bennett, a Cabinet secretary under former President
George Bush, said on a recent
talk show.
Former New York Mayor Ed
Koch has advocated amending
the U.S. Constitution to allow
caning, although in a less severe
version than Singapore's, which
draws blood and sometimes
sends the victim into shock.

PlCTURE^HEIR

Ohio spent $54.2 million in 1992 on pregnancy prevention programs, most of which went to finance jobs for teens deemed at
high risk of becoming parents. A little less than $4 million of that
total was spent on birth control or family planning education.
In addition, Ohio spent about $100.5 million on health care,
food and welfare for teen mothers, and ran programs intended
to keep young mothers in school.
Welfare in Ohio includes a provision directed only at teenaged mothers. The amount of money in their monthly checks declines if they drop out of school and goes up if they remain in
class.

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
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Mental health care
hurt by cost cutting

Hot Dog

community mental health agen- they lived.
cies has risen, but agency offiMower had been diagnosed
DAYTON - The dismantling of cials said they are not getting with paranoid schizophrenia. In a
the state hospital system during enough state funding to provide 10-year period, he shot and
the past 30 years has made it help for the influx of new wounded two people and twice
harder to get patients committed patients. Several county mental threw rocks or bricks through
to mental hospitals, the Dayton health boards, including Mont- windows in busy restaurants. Yet
Daily News reported Sunday in a gomery County's, have sued the he did not get lasting help.
Ohio Department of Mental
copyright story.
Some police, judges and mental Health over the dispute.
Mental health officials said
health professionals said severeMower was typical of a small
"The social net that is sup- percentage of mental patients
ly mentally ill people have too
much freedom to refuse hospita- posed to be out there isn't there who bounce in and out of jails,
lization and medication, the for them," county Sheriff Gary courts and mental hospitals as
newspaper said.
Haines said. "Let's medicate their conditions fluctuate.
"We've got to be very careful them and provide a safe, clean
Under state law, patients genin restricting freedoms, but the environment, instead of dumping
pendulum has swung so far the them into society, where they can erally must be deemed to be an
other way that it's hurting all of end up on the streets, in the Jails, active danger to themselves or
society," said Montgomery or in some of Ohio's prisons."
others to be involuntarily hospiCounty Common Pleas Judge
talized. The law requires their
Studies have shown that most release when they no longer are a
William MacMillan, a member of
mentally ill people are not dan- danger, even if the improvement
the county mental health board.
Like other states, Ohio has gerous, the Daily News reported. is temporary.
dismantled its state hospital For example, a Center for Psysystem because of high operating chosocial Rehabilitation study
Maj. James Olin, administrator
costs and advances in medica- showed only 1 percent of severe- of the county jail, said mentally
tion. New medicines allow some ly mentally ill people are violen- ill people end up In the jail regupeople who once would have re- ce-prone, compared with 5 per- larly ~ some repeatedly.
quired hospitalization to function cent of the general population.
well as outpatients.
"It's a major problem for us,"
On an average day In 1961,
On April 1, Michael Mower be- Olin said. "We have a tough time
Ohio mental hospitals had 25,490 came a shocking exception to the getting them out of here and into
patients. The newspaper said rule. Mower, who claimed to the kind of facility where we feel
that number has dropped to an have knowledge of assassination they belong. We have problems,
estimated 1,800, and state offi- conspiracies, shot and wounded even on an emergency basis, getcials hope to reduce it to 1,200 by two sheriffs deputies before kill- ting people accepted at Dayton
June 199S.
ing his mother and himself at the Mental Health Center. The
Meanwhile, the caseload for Harrison Township hotel where system doesn't work."
The Associated Press

Ohio University trustees
choose 19th president
The Associated Press
ATHENS. Ohio - Ohio University trustees elected the school's
19th president on Saturday.
Trustees picked Robert Glidden, 57, after a six-month search
for a replacement for outgoing
president Charles Ping. Glidden
is provost and vice president for
academic affairs at Florida State
University.
"We're moving into a new time.

a new history," Trust* I Jeanette undergraduate tuition by $44 a
quarter and increase room-andGrasselli-Brown said.
board fees by 3.5 percent. CurGlidden will take over the post rent undergraduate tuition and
at Ohio's oldest university on fees for in-state students total
July 1st. He will earn $170,000 a $3,384.
year, $10,000 less than Ping.
Meanwhile, faculty and staff
Ping, 63, is stepping down after will get 4 percent raises next
19 years as president. He plans to year.
take a one-year sabbatical before
returning to OU as a professor.
Athens is about 60 miles southTrustees also voted to raise east of Columbus.

/
AP Pk«*/Ckrii Kaum

"Klaus," a doberman/shepard mix, wins second place with bis Hawaiian costume In Westervllle, Ohio
on Saturday. The costume contest was one of several activities to benefit a local humane society animal shelter.

Don't Forget to Study,
Finals Are Right Around The Corner

You may even get paid for
reading it.
After all, this book from

MasterCard' offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.
It's more than a credit card. It's smart money; <QQ
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Shadows surround D-Day

Southern prom
protests against
racial comment
by Ken Berger
The Associated Press
WEDOWEE, Ala. - Prom
night is supposed to be unforgettable for fine gowns, corsages, tuxedos and dancing
the night away. In small-town
Alabama, interracial dating
split Saturday's big event.
Trouble began when Principal Hulond Humphries of
Randolph County High School
threatened to cancel the prom
to prevent black students and
white students from dating.
He later withdrew the
threat, but the damage was
done. The result was a high
school prom and a protest
prom.
About SO couples attended
the high school prom Saturday
night with about 20 police
officers watching over them.
No trouble was reported.
ReVonda Bowen, a mixedrace student who was at the
center of the controversy, arrived at the school prom with
her white boyfriend in a candy-apple red Mercedes. She
wore a sequined turquoise
dress; her date wore a white
tuxedo.
Bowen planned to attend the
protest prom as well.
"We believe we're going to
have the prettiest, nicest prom
In Randolph County," said the
Rev. Henry Sterling of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which helped
organize the protest.
After his remarks, Humphries was suspended, then reinstated by the school board two
weeks later. The National Association for the Advancement

Families of soldiers want public to know whole story
by Robert Ovorchik
The Associated Press

Sands, England, for a cemetery
service and to drop a wreath in
the channel for the bodies never
recovered. But those ceremonies
will get little of the spotlight accorded the Normandy beaches
this June.
Exercise Tiger was the U.S. 4th
Infantry Division's final tuneup
for D-Day. It involved 3,000 ships
and 30,000 men outfitted in full
battle dress.
The men and ships sailed into
the channel to practice a landing
at Slapton Sands. But the drill
became a death trap when a pack
of nine German torpedo boats
operating from France stumbled
onto the eight lumbering LSTs
(landing ship tanks) of Convoy
T-4 shortly after 2 am.
Two LSTs were sunk and a
third was damaged in 30 minutes.

Exercise Tiger began innocuously as a dress rehearsal for
D-Day; it ended in cataclysm,
with 749 U.S. soldiers and sailors
dead in the English Channel.
But the next day - and for
many days after that - no word
of the disaster appeared in American newspapers. It had to be hushed up, lest the Germans know
the Normandy invasion was imminent.
Fifty years later, the April 28,
1944, catastrophe is still
shrouded in D-Day's shadows,
much to the anguish of the men
who survived it and the families
of those who didnt.
"People should know the story.
These men should be recognized," said Evelyn Brannock of
Perry, Kan., whose brother,
On LST 507, Navy medical
James Oliver Cottrell, was officer Eugene Eckstam heard a
among the dead.
deafening explosion and rushed
"There isn't anything about it to help trapped men.
in the history books. Nothing.
"I got thrown back by the roar
Zero. It's kind of sad."
of the fire. I could hear guys
To mark the 50th anniversary, screaming and hollering. I can
Brannock is among dozens of still hear them," said Eckstam of
Americans heading to Slapton
Monroe, Wis.

of Colored People and SCLC
organized a student boycott of
classes and put together the
protest prom.
The controversy began in
February, when Humphries,
who is white, told a school assembly that he would cancel
the prom if interracial couples
planned to attend.
Bowen, 16, stood up and
asked who should she date,
given that her father is white
and her mother is black.
Bowen recounted Humphries' response: "That's just it.
You:' mom and dad made a
mist£l;e, having you as a
mixed race child."
She has a lawsuit seeking
damages pending against
Humphries and the county
school board.
Humphries, in his 25th year
as school principal, has not
commented publicly on the
matter. Reached at his home
Friday night, he again declined comment.

by Ted Anthony
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - Far from
Johannesburg's turmoil, on a
lush college campus, a young
South African woman is preparing to do something her skin
color denied her until now: vote.
It is an experience Tselane
Mokuena has craved for years and one she wonders if Americans appreciate enough.

The 680-student school has
422 white students and 258
black students. The 20,000
person county is about 76 percent white and 24 percent
black.
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One of the polls will be at the
Franklin County Board of Elections in Columbus, Ohio.
"This is a first, and we are trying to make sure it goes as
smoothly as possible," said Stephen Grundlingh. South African
consul in New York City.
Estimates of the number of
South Africans in the United
States range from 10,000 to
200,000.
The secret paper ballots bear
candidates' photos and party
logos - from the ANC and the
National Party to the "Keep It
Straight And Simple Party." Ballots will be flown home in sealed
containers within 24 hours,
Grundlingh said.
African National Congress
President Nelson Mandela, imprisoned for nearly three decades

Sunday, April 24 - Thursday, April 28
Sunday, May 1 - Thursday, May 5

353-7272 (PAPA)

$5.»

10" One Topping
Pizza

"I really think Americans take
their rights for granted. They
don't know what it means not to
have a vote," said Mokuena, 28, a
social work student at Bryn
Mawr College outside Philadelphia. "It's like people in the
United States have lost hope."
For her, hope endures. Now
years of it are coming to fruition
for thousands of black South
Africans living abroad. On Tuesday, the first day of their nation's
first multiracial elections, they
get the opportunity to vote - in
the United States.
The South African government
has set up polls at 21 locations
across the United States, enfranchising anyone older than 18
who has a South African passport. Expatriates can apply for
citizenship.

BGSU APPRECIATION SPECIAL

OPEN TIL 3:00am EVERY NIGHT
STARTING APRIL 25th THROUGH MAY 6th!

i $4po

Years after the war, accounts
of Exercise Tiger appeared in
some military history books, but
the Pentagon did not declassify
its records until 1974.

Out-of-country voters can still participate in first multi-racial election

His supporters have said his
comments were misinterpreted or taken out of context
and were a result of his frustration with a series of student
fights.

826 S. Main St.

Among those who handled the
corpses was Emmett Bailey, a
member of a graves registration
unit.
"I didn't shed a tear at the time
because It was my job. Now I can
hardly keep my eyes dry when I
think about it," said Bailey, of
Henderson, N.C. "Things like
that stick with you."
British newspapers published
brief stories repeating German
radio reports about some shipping being lost. The first official
mention came at an Aug. 5 briefing when Exercise Tiger's casualties were included in post
D-Day reports.
One final casualty came that
same day. Rear Admiral Don P.
Moon, in charge of the American
part of the exercise, killed himself on his new assignment in the
Mediterranean, due at least in
part to admonishment from his
superiors for the losses at Slapton Sands.

South Africans to cast ballots
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LST 531 went under In 7
minutes, losing 424 of the 496
men on board.
"Bang! There was an explosion. Just a big ball of fire," said
John Perry, of Johnstown, Pa.
"The Germans just picked us off.
We were sitting ducks. We never
knew what hit us."
The final toll - 551 soldiers and
198 sailors dead, and 89 participants wounded - made Exercise
Tiger the war's most deadly U.S.
training exercise.
Some allied lapses worsened
the tragedy, according to Investigations.
The convoy was guarded by
only one British ship. Additionally, because of a typographical error on operational orders, the
American ships were tuned to the
wrong radio frequency, so
British warnings of German
boats never reached them.
And GIs Improperly buckled
their flotation belts around their
waists rather than up under their
shoulders. Top-heavy with field
packs, rifles, ammunition and
steel helmets when they splashed
into the 42-degree waters, many
were found floating feet up.

under apartheid rule, is widely
expected to become president.
Across the United States, representatives of the South African
government and the ANC said
they have fielded hundreds of
phone calls during the past two
weeks.
"1 don't know anyone who
doesn't plan to vote - anyone,"
said Bikl S. Minyuku, an ANC
member who works in Philadelphia's community affairs department and is coordinating balloting in Philadelphia.
Many say the election holds
lessons for Americans.
"The reasons for apathy that
exist here do not yet exist in
South Africa," said Dennis Brutus, chairman of Africa Network

Spring
Has
Sprung

,

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available

You don't have to
wait until you graduate
to earn good money.

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

Why put off until graduation what you can earn today? Olsten caii show you how
to turn your spare time into spare cash. We have a wide range of temporary jobs that are

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

ideal for college students.
Olsten specialists will work closely with you to find you Jobs that are right for your

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

skills. And right for your schedule .Jobs that offer top pay. And good experience.
Why wait any longer? Let Olsten find you the temporary jobs that will help you
make the most of your college years.
.
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Sports
Men's track nipped by BSU
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by Andy Ougan
News sports writer

Men's track coach Sid Sink
should be a psychic in his spare
time.
Last week he predicted the
men's first home meet of the
season, which was against Ball
State Saturday, to be extremely
close and would probably come
down to the last event. He was
right, unfortunately in the wrong
way, as the Falcons lost 82-81.
"We needed a meet like this
where we had to go after it
throughout the entire meet without letting up," Sink said.
Although the Falcons came up
short. Sink said he was pleased
with his athletes' performances.
"It came down to the mile relay
just as I thought it would," Sink
said. "It was disappointing to
lose, but I'm very happy with the
team's effort."
Sink said the performance of
the team was one of the best of
the season.
"It was as good a performance
as any this year and that's just
where we want to be at this point
in the season," Sink said. "You
want everyone to be running
well."
As far as the sprints. Sink knew
Ball State would be tough. That is
why he said he was especially
pleased with senior sprinter
Shawn Blanchett's performance.
Blanchett backed up teammate
Scott Thompson with a third-

place finish in the 100 (10.8) and
a second-place finish in the 200
(22.21). Thompson was second in
the 100 (10.7), first in the 200
(22.13), and also won the
110-meter high hurdles (14.07).
"The effort was really good,
especially in the sprints," Sink
said. "Shawn Blancett was a key
member in this meet. As a senior,
he's really coming around. I feel
bad that he and the team got beat,
but not in their effort getting
there."
Sink said he was also pleased
with Travis Downey's performance in the pole vault. Downey
won with a height of 16-6.
"The pole vault was good,"
Sink said. "16-6 is pretty good."
The distance events also had
strong showings despite a lack of
continuous pressure, according
to Sink.
"I thought the distance crew
ran well considering there wasn't
much competition," Sink said.
In the 3000-meter steeplechase, the distance crew did have
some competition as Rob Bowman took third (10:05.3) and Dave
Exner was fourth (10:29.9).
In the 1500-meter run, Brad
Schaser and Tim Arndt ran away
with the top two places, both
clocking 4:00.3. Schaser also won
the Falcon-dominated 800-meter
run (1:56.7), followed by Glen
Lubbert in second (1:57.9), Mark
Sheidler in third (1:59.2), Scott
Powell in fourth (2:03.4), and
Howard Whitehead in fifth
(2:05.9).
Aside from a second-place fin-

ish by a Cardinal in the
5000-meter run, BG was also
dominant in this event Deric
Kenne won with 15:23.65, followed by Arndt in third
(16:17.97), Bowman in fourth
(16:23.33) and Jim Zurbuch
(1807.13).
First-place finishers for the
Falcons included: Adam Rose in
the shot put with 52-0; Curt Melleu in the 400-meter run (48.90);
Dennis Hampton in the triple
jump (42-6.5); and the 400-meter
relay of Hampton, Thompson,
Mellett, and Blancett won with a
time of 41.54.
Other placers for BG were:
Tony Franks, third in the hammer throw (145-9); followed by
Mike Freeman in fourth (139-1);
Rick Marinelli, second in the
javelin with 164-11, followed by
Adam Eibling in fourth (159-1)
and Mike Miller in fifth (1S5-0);
while Hampton was third in the
long jump with 21 -3.5.
Geoff Fiedler was third in the
shot put with 50.75, while Freeman was fifth with 45-8; Brian
Sabo was third in the pole vault
with 15-4; and in the 400-meter
run, Darren Braddix was second
(49.93), Chris Stueve was fourth
(50.85), and Dave Klessling was
fifth (51.82).
In the discus. Freeman was
third (149-4), Franks was fourth
(141-7), and Miller was fifth
(129-7); Marty Rosciszewski was
second in the 400 hurdles (54.9);
and Steve Elliott was third in the
high jump with 6-4.

Falcons fall to Bobcats
by Sieve Wlldman
News sports writer

The BG NtwURoil Wrlnr.tr

Bowling Green's Rick Marinelli gets prepared to throw his Javelin during the track teams meet against
Ball State. The Cardinals edged out the Falcons 82-81.

Saturday at home marked the
sixth time this year Ohio University beat the BG women's track
team, 77 to 69. BG, however, did
manage to distance itself from
Central Michigan who finished
the meet with 35 points.
Head coach Steve Price talked
about the BG-OU rivalry that has
developed this year, "it's a good
rivalry - a friendly rivalry. We
enjoy the competition - I just
wish we could win one," he said.
This year, BG has been outscored on average by OU by 20
points a meet. There was only a
eight-point margin Saturday.
A loss of only eight points can
be a confidence builder for BG.
"I think it made my team think
that we can beat OU, and I feel

that we can still have a shot at the
MAC Championship,"Price said.
BG competed well and there
were many great performances
to keep the score close to OU.
Last week, the 400-meter relay
Julie Shade, Jane Moeller, Clarice Gregory, and Kaleitha Johnson broke the school record in
the event. Saturday they broke
the record again and won the
event with a time of 46.62 seconds.
Freshman distance runner
Laura Hall won the 5,000-meter
run with a time of 17:37.3.
Traci Losi, a sophmore distance runner, took the
1,500-meter when she ran a time
of 4:37.6.
Junior team captain Jane Moeller won the 100 hurdles with a
time of 14.57. Moeller also took
second in the long jump when she

reached the distance of eighteen
feet.
Indoor Ail-American Nikld
Lessig continued her winning
ways as she took the shot put
with a hurl of 45 feet, seven and
one-fourths inches. Lessig also
took second In the discus with a
throw of 153 feet eight inches.
Freshman Nikki Sturzinger
placed in two events. Her throw
of 125 feet 11 Inches in the javelin gave her a second-place finish. In the discus, her throw of
152 feet and one inch gave her a
third-place finish.
Michelle Mueller, a freshman
middle runner, finished second
in the 800-meter run with a time
of 2:19.11.
Freshman Patience Jones
placed second in the 400-meter

Bengals choose 'Big
Daddy' with top slot Larranaga decides to
remain at University

by Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - They got the
man they wanted. The question
now is whether the Cincinnati
Bengals can sign Dan Wilkinson in time so he can have the
impact they want.
The Bengals opened the NFL
draft Sunday by choosing the
Ohio State defensive lineman, a
move everyone expected. General manager Mike Brown said
he never came close to trading
the No. 1 pick to any of the 21
teams that inquired.
So far, he's not even close to
a contract agreement, either.
Brown and agent Leigh Steinberg - who's had two protracted negotiations with the Bengals over first-round picks g exchanged salary proposals
last week that were worlds
apart.
"Signing is always a bit of a
chore," Brown said Sunday. "I
know this will be an expensive
player. I have to have faith we
will get it done. We almost always get It done.
"There seems to be a little
bit of a mating dance as you
work to sign them. I'm sure
this might not be an exception.
But we're confident that we'll
sign him."
The Bengals and Steinberg
exchanged salary proposals
last week that weren't even
close on money and terms.
Steinberg said the Bengals'
five-year proposal was

$500,000 a year less than the
approximately $2.3 million a
year that No. 1 pick Steve
Emtman got from Indianapolis
in 1992.
They're also far apart philosophically. Steinberg wants
"voidable years" - a chance to
void the final few years of a
contract if certain performance goals are met. Brown refuses, saying voidable years
aren't practical under the
league's new salary cap.
So It looks like a good chance
for another long negotiation
with Steinberg, who represented two of the Bengals' notable first-round holdouts. Defensive lineman Jason Buck
(1987) and quarterback David
Klingler (1992) missed all of
training camp after they were
chosen.
Money was on Brown's mind
Sunday. The Bengals had a lifesized, black-and-white cutout
of Wilkinson In the media room
after their selection. Brown
opened his wallet, took out a
dollar bill and pretended to put
it in Wilkinson's hand.
It was on Wilkinson's mind,
too. During a conference call,
he repeatedly mentioned his
desire for a fair contract.
"I'd just like to be compensated fairly, as anybody
would," Wilkinson said. "I'd
like to take care of business as
soon as possible."
If Wilkinson signs before
training camp, he'll be listed as

a starter the day he shows up.
Defensive coordinator Larry
Peccatiello would like to have
Wilkinson and John Copeland,
the Bengals' top pick last year,
in a four-man line with Alfred
Williams and Tim Krumrie.
Wilkinson and Krumrie would
play inside.
Defense has been a major
problem for years in Cincinnati. The Bengals had the second-worst rushing defense last
season and the second-fewest
sacks in the league.

"Defense starts with your
front four," Peccatiello said.
"When you get a Dan Wilkinson, that's one step in that
direction towards accomplishing what you want to do - have
four dominant players.
"He has a lot of growth
ahead of him, a lot of learning.
I hope we get him signed early
and get him into camp. It would
enhance his opportunity to contribute early."
Wilkinson, 21, played just
two seasons at Ohio State. The
Bengals look at him as a longterm investment - someone
who will take awhile to reach
his potential
"No one, Including Dan Wilkinson, is going to come into
the National Football League
and play like King Kong,"
Brown said. "He's a youngster.
He's going to learn some
things."

See TRACK, page eleve.1.

After being labeled the "frontrunner" for the vacated head
coaching position for the basketball team at Old Dominion University in Norfolk, Va, Jim Larranaga withdrew his name from
the list of candidates Sunday
morning.
"After looking into Old Dominion I sat back and looked at my
own situation," Larranaga said.
"My family and I are very happy
here in Bowling Green."
Had Larranaga taken the position at Old Dominion he would
have received a salary package
that would have roughly doubled
his current $70,000 base that he
earns at Bowling Green.
The fact that his son Jay, a
sophomore guard on the basketball team, chose to attend Bowling Green played a big part In
Larranaga's decision.
"Last year Jay had a lot of
scholarship offers and decided to
come to Bowling Green," Larranaga said. "This time the shoe
is on the other foot and I really
couldnt see myself leaving Jay
or the other players."
Larranaga, who guided the
Falcons to the semi-finals of the
Mid-American basketball tournament this past season, will
have his top 10 players return. In
addition, Larranaga baa signed
Bawling Green head coach Jim Larranaga looks on during an earlier two All-Ohio recruits - Denny
Falcon basketball game.
Amrheln and Jason Williams.
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Women s tennis team
gains weekend split
byGarrettWalkup
News sports writer
Under a sea of parents wearing
neon orange BG hats, the women's tennis team ended their twoyear MAC drought and snapped
their three-match losing streak
by dropping the University of
Akron 8-1.
After losing
the first singles
match, the Falcons decided
that was
enough and
won the remaining eight
matches - six
of those were
Micas
won In straight
sets giving BG the win.
One of the victories was recorded by sophmore Patty Bank
at second singles and second
doubles. She won her singles
match 6-3, 6-1. Bank played very
well despite her chronic shin
splints that had her legs taped up
tighter than a grip on a racket.
Akron did not have much of a
chance, losing five of six singles
players last year. There were

four freshmen in the Zip line-up came down to who won at first
including two walk-ons.
doubles.
Freshman Jennifer Schwartz
After the season-ending banquet on Friday night where and injured co-captain Erin
players, the coach and parents Bowbeer lost in three sets in the
were honored for their efforts, first doubles and the Rockets got
the team came out fired up for the win 5-4.
"Everyone played their hearts
their match against an equally
talented Toledo Rocket squad out,"Bowbeer said. "You can't
ask for more than that."
Saturday.
This weekend's golden racket
The match was both teams'
final one of the year, and what a goes to junior co-captain Karen
Micus who went 4-0. Her two
match it was.
"No matter how talented the most impressive wins came on
teams are, you can always throw Friday against Akron. She won
away both teams' records," UT her sixth singles match, blanking
head coach Judy Johnson said. her opponent 6-0,6-0. Then Micus
"It was a classic UT-BG rivalry." and Hembree won their third
The singles matches were only doubles match also without giva prelude to the great doubles ing up a single game 6-0, 6-0.
play. The singles matches were Micus also played very well Satsplit three apiece. Getting wins urday against Toledo, winning
in singles play was Cindy Miko- her singles match 6-1, 6-1, and
lajewski at third, Kassie Hem- taking the doubles match.
brce at fourth, and Karen Micus
"My singles has definitely improved since the beginning of the
at the sixth singles position.
year --1 feel more relaxed on the
To make things more dramatic, court, and Kassie [Hembree] has
two of the doubles matches were helped me a lot," Micus said.
split. Hembree and Micus tagStarting next Thursday is the
teamed to win the third doubles,
but UT won the second. The MAC Tournament at Eastern
score was 4-4 and the whole day Michigan.

Steelers sign Williams
by The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Steelers
didn't wait until the NFL draft to replace fullback Merril Hoge, signing free agent John L.
Williams of the Seattle Seahawks to a two-year
contract.
Williams is one of the NFL's top 10 rushers
over the last five seasons, but was relegated
mostly to a blocking back's role last season.
"The guy is a complete fullback," Steelers director of football operations Tom Donahoe said.
"He brings toughness and leadership to your
team."
Williams signed a two-year contract worth
$700,000 this year and $600,000 in 1995. Incen-

tives could boost his salary to nearly $1 million
each season.
The Steelers not only get a fullback who has
been more productive than Hoge, but one who
didn't cost as much Hoge signed a three-year,
$2.4 million deal with the Chicago Bears.
Williams, 29, is in his ninth NFL season and
has rushed for 4,579 yards and 17 touchdowns.
He was a two-time Pro Bowl pick.
He also was the Seahawks' leading receiver
three times, was voted the team's most valuable
player twice and was their offensive captain the
last two years.
Williams' 471 career receptions are fifth in
NFL history among running backs. He caught 74
passes in 1992; the Steelers' record for a running
back is 50 by Hoge in 1988.

Tk> BG New -He. Welt. M

Bowling Green's Karen Micus returns a shot during the tennis team's 8-1 victory against the University
of Akron.

And you thought you could only
afford macaroni and cheese.

Moan/osfl£ 575 8/160, mlemal AppleCD"
500i Ilus CD-ROM Dm*. Apple- aboard II and mouse.

Power Macmtosb" 6100/60 8/160, Apple' Color
Plus 14" Display, Apple Extended KeyboardIandmouse.

PowerMaantasb" 7100/668/250, Macmlosf
Color D&oy, Apple" Extended Keyboard B and mouse.

Right now, you could take home one of the country's best-selling personal notebook computer. They're all powerful, easy to use and more affordable than
ever Its that simple. So, stop by your Apple Campus
computers* for incredibly low monthly payments. By
The Apple Computer Loan
Reseller for further information.
qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan, you can
choose from the entire Macintosh' line or grab a PowerBook* the most popular You'll be amared what you can buy on a tight college budget..

Applet.

You can pick up a price list inside the door,
first floor Hayes Hall then call 372-7724
for a sales appointment.
*Price does not include sales tax, shipping or handling fee
■Mill* 199) CI99ll#i<i*f**.li/*T<*t*
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Braves break out of slump,
Cincinnati red-hot at home
by The Associated Press

Braves 3, Pirates 0
ATLANTA - Greg Maddux
ended Atlanta's longest losing
streak in a year at four games
Sunday, pitching a three-hitter
and striking out a career-high 11
as the Braves beat the Pittsburgh
Pirates 34).
Maddux (4-1) allowed only
three singles in lowering his ERA
to 0.88 and retired 16 of his last
17 batters.
The right-hander, who has won
the NL Cy Young Award two
straight years, walked none in his
second complete game this
season and first shutout since
last Aug. IS. It was his Slst complete game and 15th shutout.
Atlanta hadn't had a losing
streak this long since they
dropped five straight last April
25-29.
The Braves failed to take advantage against Steve Cooke
(0-3), hitting into a pair of double
plays in the first three innings
and having a runner thrown out
at the plate in the fourth.
Atlanta managed a run in the
second when Cooke walked Fred
McGrif f and Dave Gallagher and
allowed a single to David Justice,
loading the bases. McGriff
scored when Javier Lopez hit into
a double play.
The Braves chased Cooke in
the seventh. Lemke led off with
his first homer of the year, Maddux doubled and Deion Sanders
had a bunt single. Reliever Dan
Miceli then struck out Jeff
Blauser and got Terry Pendleton
to hit into a double play.
Lemke made It 3-0 in the eighth
with an RBI single off Mark
Dewey that scored McGriff, who
opened the Inning with a walk
and moved to second on a walk to
Justice.
Reds S.Marlins 2
CINCINNATI - Reggie Sanders bounced two hits off the
centerfield fence, then drove a
three-run homer into the second
deck Sunday as the Cincinnati
Reds beat the Florida Marlins
5-2.
Sanders tripled in the first,
doubled in the fourth and
homered in the fifth, all off Chris
Hammond (1-2).
Tom Browning (2-0) pitched a
three-hitter for his second

\

Cavs blow by
aging Celtics
by Chuck Me I win
The Associated Press
RICHFIELD, Ohio - The
Cleveland Cavaliers set up another playoff series with longtime nemesis Chicago by beating the Boston Celtics 117-91
Sunday behind 22 points from
John Williams.
Cleveland (47-35) clinched
the sixth seed in the Eastern
Conference and will open the
first round Friday at Chicago
against the third-seeded Bulls.
Chicago has ousted the Cavs
from the playoffs four times
in the last six years.
The Celtics (32-50) finished
their worst season since they
were 29-53 in 1978-79, the year
before Larry Bird arrived.
Robert Parish, Boston's
40-year-old center who now
becomes a free agent,
received standing ovations
from the sellout crowd of
20,273 when he was introduced and again when he left
the game with 1:54 remaining.
Referee Dick Bavetta handed

TRACK
Continued from page nine.

run crossing the finish line with
time or 1:06.33.
Gretchen Smith, a sophmore
heptathiete, placed in two events.
She finished second in the high
Jump with a leap of of five feet
four inches. She took third in
Javelin with a throw of 121 feet
one inch.
Freshman sprinter Clarice
Gregory took second in the
200-meter sprint with a time of
25.36.
Maria Gudakunst, a senior
Jumper, placed second in the triple jump with a bound of 36 feet,

him the game ball when Parish
walked onto the floor to acknowledge the second ovation.
The Cavs' front line of Williams, Tyrone Hill and Bobby
Phills combined to make 22 of
their 27 shots. Hill made his
first seven shots - giving him
16 in a row over three games
before finally missing a jumper with five minutes left in
the third quarter.
Hill scored 20 points on
7-for-8 shooting, Terrell
Brandon scored 14 and Phills
and Gerald Wilkins had 13
each. Mark Price had 10 assists.
Dee Brown, Kevin Gamble
and Xavier McDanlel each
scored 16 for Boston. Parish
had 15 points and nine rebounds.
Cleveland, frequently beating the Celtics with layups and
dunks, sank 72 percent of its
shots in the first half, including 16 of 19 (84 percent) in the
second quarter.

seven and one-half inches.
Freshman sprinter-hurdler
Kaleitha Johnson took third in
the 100-meter hurdles.with a
time of 15.04
Julie Shade, a junior sprinter,
placed third in the 100-meter
sprint with a time of 12.48. Shade
also placed third in the 200-meter
sprint with a time of 25.94
Sophmore distance runner
Kristin Gaddis placed third in the
3,000 with a time of 10:29.5
Heather Nordgren, a freshman
thrower, took third in the shot
put with a throw of 41 feet five
and three-fourths inches.

AT pketaCkariee Kelly
Atlanta Braves Greg Maddux leans Into his delivery during the Braves 3-0 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates. The win snapped a four-game losing streak for the Braves.
out with the based loaded for his
straight complete game, struck
Indians 12, Ranger* 7
out five and walked none as the
ARLINGTON, Texas - Albert first save.
Reds won for the eighth time in Belle and Manny Ramirez each
Ramirez hit a two-run single
10 home games. Browning, who had three hits and drove in three that capped a four-run first inretired the side in order six runs Sunday, leading the Cleve- ning. A throwing error by shorttimes, pitched a two-hit shutout land Indians past the Texas stop Manuel Lee set up the outlast Sunday against Philadelphia. Rangers 12-7.
burst.
Dean Palmer hit his first home
Belle hit a two-run homer, his
Hammond gave up four runs
third of the season, for a 6-2 lead run of the season, a two-run shot
and eight hits in 6 2-3 innings.
Florida took a 2-0 lead in the in the third inning against Steve in the Texas second. He hit 33
homers last year.
fourth. Browning hit Rick Ren- Dreyer(O-l).
The Indians scored four more
teria with a pitch, Jeff Conine
Ramirez singled three times.
singled with one out and Orestes The Indians had 17 hits and fin- runs in the fourth against James
Destrade reached on a error by ished with 43 in the three-game Hurst. Belle, Ramirez, Eddie
Murray and Paul Sorrento each
first baseman Hal Morris, with series.
Charles Nagy (2-0) won despite had RBI singles for a 10-2 lead.
Renteria scoring and Conine
Doug Strange hit a two-run
taking third. Benito Santiago allowing six runs in five innings.
Eric Plunk pitched 3 2-3 innings homer and Palmer had an RBI
then hit a sacrifice fly.
Cincinnati got a run in the and Derek Lilliquist got the last single in the Texas fifth.
fourth when Sanders doubled,
went to third on Kevin Mitchell's
single and scored on Hammond's
wild pitch.
Sanders' homer, his fourth,
came after Browning singled and
Morris walked in the fifth. Cincinnati added a run in the eighth
Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made especially for
when Mitchell doubled and
scored on Brett Boone's sacrifice
them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even add color (orange or
fly.

Why Haul It Home?"

0ig News;
Pete Allen

is the Production Staff Member
of the Week at The BG News
for the third week in a row!
Way to go Pete!!!

Graduation
Messages

brown) to your message for just $5 to make it extra special.

Size Choices

"~ (_ Summer Storage
/

• Open 24 Hours • Security Gata

Next to Bob Evans

Buckeye Self - Storage

352-1520
Call Today!
4 month summer leases
May 1st
► Sept 1st
5x5' = $100 for 4 months
5' x 10' ■ $150 for 4 months
10' x 10' ■ $200 for 4 months
* Larger sizes Available •

Classified Ad
3 line minimum

800 per line

Mare and Brian,
We are so sorry to see
you go! Well miss you!
Good Luck!

The Crew

Deadline • Tuesday, April 26 • 204 West Hall • 5PM * Publication - Monday, May 2

Classifieds

The BG News
Monday, April 25,1994
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CAMPUS EVENTS
• O.S.E. A. MEM BE R3 NEEDED ■
For car «uh on Sal. April 30 from 1pm- Spm
at MH-Am Bank on E. Wooatat Please com*

hjfcuMuj
" Good Moment Commuterel"
Good Morning. CommuMnl
Oood Homing. ComoHiMnl
Wed. 4/20 from 8:00am- 10:00tminlheBowl
"N GnMnory, en|oy free eolta I cinnamon
rows (while supplies last). Reps from the Osnm Planning • PlooMiwn) wa M on hand 10
an—or gossoons * discuss tht-r tervicot

DZ-DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ
HEY DELTA ZETAS...
GET EXCITED FOR A FUN FII LI D TIME AT
THE HOUSE TONIGHTI BE THERE AT 730
FOR OUR LAST CHAPTER MEETING".
PONT MISS ITU
DZ-PhiPti-DZ
Tha skiers of Delta Zala would like to congratulate Jaime Loyd on her recant Itvalienng lo
Phi Kappa Pai Chrii Kokoiayto.
DZ-VIPa-DZ
You guys ana awesome Hang m (hare, lha
semester's iust about over. Keep up that DZ
spirit. Your aiaiera are always behind you'

WIN $1,000 IN POETRY CCNTEST. FOR
RULES, GUIDELINES: SEND SELFADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST; P.O. BOX 435: WARSAW, M 48581.

CITY EVENTS
Second Annual
Clnoo da Mayo Celebration
Sunday, May ill. 1pm - Spm
Veteran's Hall. City Park
Foluytc Dancers. Manachi Music
Mexican Food, Pinatas, Mucho fund
$1 donation at the door

SERVICES OFFERED
ATTENTION STUDENTS"
Uncertain where you will find employment after
graduation or tummar break? Call:
(419)537-7327 24hrt a day, lor an amaimg recordod message lha! reveala dotaila.

Will do typing
t1.2Srpage
Call Vicki 352-3356

First Take will be performing once
again in Kretscher cafetena tonight.
Lad by Man Corrtgan. thta group will be
performing I rv F muarc for you k> dine by
from 5:00-8 00. Sponsored by UAO

NEEDED - 2-4 subleasers for summer.
2 blocks from campus. A/C, cheap rent

Male roommate needed for 94/95 school year.
Excellent apartment with own room. Call Mike
at 353-6021.
r4eed 2 subleasers for the summer. Foi Run
Apts. Spacious with washer/dryer inside. CaN
Laura or Lara at 352-6059.

Call 352-2540

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES ALL FORFEIT FEES MUST BE PICKED UP BY
WEDNESDAY. MAY 4. 1»84. YOU MUST
BRING YOUR RECEIPTS. ALL SPORTS
WILL BE FINISHED BY APRIL 29. 1994. THIS
INCLUDES FRATERNITY DEPOSITS

One or Two female subleasers tor summer '94.
Across from campus. $i50/month. Call
353-2223 (Ash tor KnstP)

Responsible, non-smoker to share furnished 2
bedroom apt. for 94/95. $166/mo. * uDI. (Also
available summer "94 @ $120/mo.) Call Sri or
Mikes? 353-3610.

Aimee, Dennis, and Kate

Pullover jackets pre-lenered
rag. 828.96 - 834.95 - on sale $12 96
Collegiate Connection 352-8333
CO-OP STUDENTS!!
It you have not secured a summer position
by the end of the aemeeter, please atop by
tha Co-op orttce and 811 out a FALL INFO
SHEET. That wM enable ue to contact you
after you leave campus for any laat minute
summer positions or tor possible Fall poolI lone.
Rack'em Up Pool Tournament
Every Monday at 8 pm
at Junction Bar a Gril

Roommate needed tor male student beginning
June 18. Own bedroom and bathroom. On S.
College @ Cambndge Manor Apartments.
Make offer/let's see how cheap you can getl
1 666-6640 after 6 pm.
Subataeer Wanted
AugM-AugftS
4 Ixl im tarmrvoua*
Huge yarn, OSSOOfl porch
Plenty of etorage and privacy
$660■'mo e ulllltlee. CaN 3534)706
SubJeaser needed from June-Aug.
Own room in house across from campus.
Call 353-2131
Sublessor from June to August. Own room,
dose to campus, unfurnished. Call 353-7709.
Sub leaser Needed
MfF-tl2Amionth
353-1122

WANTED:
KNOWLEDGEABLE enthusiastic, energetic
students to volunteer as peer group facilitators
tor Pre Reg 1994. Pick-up an application at
tha On-campui Student Center. 105 D
Moaeley Hall, or call (419)3 72-2573

Summer roommate needed
Nice apartment. $175/mo.
Call Dan at 354-0122.

Applications must be returned by
Friday, April 29th

Summer subieaser(s). Responsible, nonsmokerfs). $i20/month ♦ utilities. CaN Sri or
MJke@3S3-3610.

You may quality for 83000 toward school.
Aakaboutourofficer Education Program.
372-2178

Summer Subleasers Needed'
Great house on comer across from Mark's and
Founders Renl neg Call 353 5464.
Wanted - Female roommate to live in house •
own room, tieo/montfi. close to campus tor
94 - 96 school year. Call 353-0130 ask for Alicia or Monica.

PERSONALS
WANTED
• Chi Omaga * Chi Omega *
Congratulations to the 1 994 K C
PagentOuaan:
Collaan 'Coco" Johrnon
Cong rat uiaton s lo lha runner up:
JenneHo Nevns
Also speasl thanka to - Mandy Bohardt. Viaon
Franch, J. Bueil 8 Jenica Dckenson for panKi-

Nice apt. dose to campus needs 3 subleasers
lor summer. $300/ea. tor entire summer * uDI.
352-4546.

Responsible non-smoking F mite, to share 1
bdrm. apt. tor taH 94 ft spr 95. Half of ph. A
etoc. shuttle lo campus. Debbie 353-3426.

Its FUN to say
The 5 favorite word's
Scheme. Zima. Cnema.
Papa.Ya-Ya.
And Une-Geh (hon. man.)

Word Ptooaaalng - Resumes. Term Papers.
Thesis. Dissertations on Laser Printer.

Call 352-6705 (9 -9).

A Cleveland Adult Baseball Leaque Squad
based In Twinsburg is looking for players interested in playing dunng the summer. The team
is most in need of pitchers, but any position
players are free to try out. For more info, call
Kirk at 352-3344.
Male needs 2 roommates. $450 per person for
summer (uttfioes included). Call 354-0501.

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE a CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy lean, support a information BG Pregnancy Center. Cal 354-HOPE
SKYDIVE B.G. opening tor classes Saturday
April 18. Season opening special: First-jump
course through April only 8100 each. Visa $
Mastercard 352 5200

2 roommates needed for 94-95 year.
? bedroom apartment, f 124/mo. * utilities.
Call recfc at 353-0363

FALL PART-TIME JOB!!
88.S0.hour In BG!
Manufacturing firm needs students
to work:
10am-1 pmMFOR
1 pm-4pmMF
Mutt work tame ahifi Mon. thru Fri
Stop by Coop, 238 Admin, to apply

Catholicism and Evangelical Fundamantallam
Understanding Diflerences. Five pan series
Pan 4: MaidaBrship • • The role ol Mary and tie
aainia. why fundamentalists typcally "un-role"
lham. Emphasis given on the Biblical roots ol
Catholic Beset and practice. Apnl 25. St. AJoysius School Aaiembly Room. 7.30-9:30 am.
NEED YOUR CAR WASHED??!!??
Lai O.S E.A. halp you out
Ww: Sal. April 30
Where MO Ar- Bank on E Wcoeler
T ime 1 pm - 5 pm
How much f: By donation on*

2 lemale subieaaers for apartment one bloc*
from campus. Furnished, central air. laundry
fat S375 (neg.) per person for summer. Ca-i
Meredith or Kelly 352-6460.

1 tMdroom apt available May 15. Perfect lor
cad tludttn. cv single proteuionaJ. Call
S5*-421S

HELP WANTED

1 -2 eubteueri needed for turner
in house on S. College Great locator..

Call 354-6027.
Female roommate needed ASAP to sublease
through aufrirner. $1SQYrnontn, A/C. own
room, apartment to yourself much of the time
Please ceil 352-56SV

is now hiring painters to work in
Cleveland He ignis/South Euclid area.

DELTAZETA SACK RACE TEAM...
CONGRATUUITIONS ON 1ST PUCE F«V
ISHI
YOU GUYS ARE AWESOME I

Looking tor a job? Earn 85000 to 86000 working on Put-in-Bay. Cal tor dtails 6 application.
Tuesday-Wednesday-Thursday from 1 pm to 9
pm. 80M25-5943.

OPERATIONS MANAGER TRAINEE: Salary
828-3SK EiceHent entry level position (recant
goal oriented college graduate)! Benefits ad
vancementl Interviewing Now' Cal Mondayl
IMPERIAL 243-2222

Looking tor a summer job 6 you live In Columbus? Give Wendy's at 7170 Sawmill Rd. a cal
at (814) 784-1618. Paying 85 amour. Ask tor
Amy or John.
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COUNSELORS 8 INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Privaie. coed summer camp in Pooono Mma.,
ME Paonayhnnia. LohUtan. Boi 234BG.

Responsible, caring babysitter needed pantime 2nd shift for two children ages 6 and 9.
Omlrsnsponaron Cal 1-978-2393.

Koni worth. NJ. 07033 (908) 278-0991.

SUMMER JOBS-EASY SALES IN YOUR
HOMETOWN
WE PROVIDE ALL SUPPORT. GOOD
MONEY.
1-800-273-6275

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING EARN BIG
888 8 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARS3BEAN. EUROPE, ETC. SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED SUCCESSI CALL (919)
9294398 EXT. C78
ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

2 subteasers needed: 1 for fall and spring, 1 for
fall semester only. 3 bdrm. Tcwmhouse.
SiftO/mo. located on S. College A 8m
372-6774 (Ask lor Amy).

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
ID assemble products at home.
silo 1 S04-848-1700 06 PT. OH-82S5
Attention Students' If you are moving back lo
the Cleveland area and looking for fuR or parttime employment for the summer. MPI has a
position for you. Sales 8 telemarketing, stale ol
tha art equipment. Clean, new office environmanL Call today and set up an appointment for
whan you arrive (218) 228-7117, ask for
Suva.

Bowling Green Youth Hockey Association
soaks persons interested in coaching youth
hockey, travel teams, or house league teams
for 94-95 season Respond with brail letter ol
qualifications to BGYHA, P.O Box 123, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
BGYHA
Bowling Green Youth Hockey

CLERICAL SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Wa are currently recruiting lor tha folowing positions
SECRETARY
RECEPTIONIST
WORD PROCESSORS
ACCOUNTING CLERKS
DATA ENTRY
These positions are lull A part-time, long 8
short term. Contact Judy or Mkhele at AIM
Executive Temporary Services tor further details between 7 am -e pm Mon-Fri. 841 -5556.
NEVER A FEE
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
SUMMER WORK OPPORTUNITY! EXTERIOR HOUSE PAINT**, IN THE TOLEDO
AREA. CALL 1-381-0823.

The Folowing positions are available:
Reporter
Photographer
Sports Reporter
Insider Editor
Insider Writer
Editorial Cartoonist
Copy Chief

Copy Editor
Assistant Sports Editor s\
Columnist
\
Insider Managing Editor
Insider Photographer
Graphics Editor
Copy Editor

Reporting positions include:

Sign up for an interview time in 210
West Hall. Interviews begin
Tuesday and run through Friday.

iUj

1964 Ford Tempo: 5 speed
Good cond . Great MPG
J1 200 353 2319
i968Beratta
84500
Call 353-1002. leave message
1990 Honda Civic Hatchback
84500 Negotiable
Day: 248-541 IrEve 353-5801
OOLF CLUBS _
Golf Clubs tor tile: Irons. 3- PW. 1,3,
5. woods S bag 8175o.bP.
Call Brad at 354-6963
IBM compatible 386 computer. Dual drives
wmard drive. SVGA color monitor. Software
induces MS Works WP 5.1. games, graphics
and more. A sisal at 8750. Call 352-3803.
Kawasaki OPZ 550 ■ New clutch cable, plugs,
plug w.res. battery, air filters, oil Altar, ol
change, brake fluid, hand grips, brake pads.
front 6 rear aprockets. drive chain, front 8 rear
Drat. 2 helmets, bike cover, teat net, rebult
dutch retaese Great first bike. Runs good.
FAST. 81500 o b o Must sail, moving West
Call Chad, 152 6078. anytime. Leave a maa-

CRUISE LINE - entry level on board positions
available summer, year round. Great benefits,
tree travel. (813) 229-5478.

Must sell: couches, chain, shelves, desks.
6 much moral Call Bob at 353-1122.

Moving Salel

Must sell immediately - dresser w mirror. 8
track receiver. TVrVCR stand, lamp, 6 dining
rOOTtaallsw/chart.Cal 36*-0601.

For into call 1.206-634-0*68 exl CSS44

SHOLE LOFTprolessKinsily built by Collegiate Designs, less than yr. ofcktnsiruc&ons indud. 96S.00. TWIN MATTRESS, leu than yr.
old. tSO |pd. 875). 352-6776. Brian.

Earn over HOOmr.
Processing cur mail at home.
For Into, cal (202) 310-5958.

Woman'tGued Watch
For Sato tor 8200. paid 8325

GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!

2 bedroom apartment near campus. AveJabto
now 6 August. 9 or 12 month lease No pels
Call 354-2753 or 362-4113.
220 Mamrlle • 855uymonth
2 bedroom house - May 94-May 95
Call 352-4801
3 bedroom apartment
Available immediately.
354-8600 'We do allow pets
353-0325 Summer Rentals
Apartmentt a tingle rooms.
2 6 3 month leases aveaebte CALL NOWI
353-0325 or 352-7386
Effic apt short or long term lease.
Complete in every way.
2 bdtm. apt. Close to campus.
9 or 12 month lease.

451 Thurstin Apt'a 108 8 119. Efficiencies, furnished Call John Newtove Real Estate at
354-2260.
APARTMENTS WITHM HOUSES FOR RENT
ONE YEAR, ACADEMIC YEAR, • SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE. Stove 6 refngerstor Included. Tenants pay a* uWibee. Please call or
stop In John Newtove Real Estate tor lease
daas 6 rates 354-2260
706 Second St. Apt. A - 2 BR turn.
211 S. Collage Apt. B - turn, effltiency
211 S College Apt c ■ 1 BR tum
256 S College Apt A- SBRunturn
258 S. College Apt. B - 2 BR untum.
256 S. Collage Apt. C - untum efficiency
S30E Merry-3 BR partly turn
530 1/2 E Merry - 1 BR
FOR RENT
1 82 bedroom apts. furrvunfum 94 12monttl
leases. Campus shuttle, heal included
WMTHROP TERRACE 352 9135
Furnished Apartments East Evert. Leasing tor
summer and la*. Utilities furnished except electric 669-3036
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St.
Now renting tor 1994-95
(12 moytch yr.) 6 Summer V4
Futy furnished 1 BR 8 2 BR Units.
Excellent location Reasonable rales
Cal 3524986 or stop by
t^buiding.810
House for rent, 3 bdrm.
8600, gas. air. garage.
1 yr lease starting in Aug
353-6935 after 530 pm

FOR RENT
1 4 2 bedroom apartments
9month-summer year leases
3S2-74S4
1 bdrm. Apt. one block from campus
May 17 - Aug. 1.8500 tor the whole summer.
Cal 363.1220

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 houri/weefc. flexible schedule
80 startng pay. No experience necessary.
Apply toon. Cal 259-1117.

**fEfe»CA
Management Inc.
215 E. PoeRd;
Starts at $210/ mo.
Includes all u ttls.

(419) 353-5800
Stop in our office located at
1045 N. Main St. for a complete
list of apts. we have available.

Looking for two students to share a single
tsmjfy house In a quiet neighborhood - each
person haa her own bedroom - woman pre
tarred $175 and $195 (indudng utilities) par
month. Call 152-7534 or 3522815.

MT.VERNONAPTS.
602 Six* St.
Currently renting lor 1994-95
ALSO. SUMME R RENTALS
Spacious, fully turn 2 bdrm w/ArC.
Dishwashers, washer/dryer. 1 1/2 baths
Call 354-0401 or tap by Apt K
IwiwIyRemoosledApt.
CtoaetoCampua
823-3173
Now leasing
I -2-3 bedroom apartmentt 8 houses
354-8800'We do allow pets
Ore bedroom apartment
128 S Summit tor Summer 1994.
1-287-3341
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
2 male sublease's tor tummar (May-Aug).
$128Vmo. • utilities. Aug. rsnrFREE
Call Erik at 354 7013
Summer BVS to tV6 tuMtata. Huge 2 bdrm.
torn. Apt. • Air - Laundry Fsc - Free H20.
Hatito negotiable Rent. Cal Ijtrwnyjan
3806013
Summer Moreoe unHs available. Many
eliaa. Why haul II home? Summer IttH
NOW through Sept let. Near campus.
382-1820 Buckeye Storage.

*KfEfeiCA
Management Inc.

SUMMER RATES
for large 1 bedroom apt. located
at 215 E. Poe Rd. 6-1-94/ 8-14-94
terms is only $475.

eJrfEfctfA
Eff. apartment,

Management Inc.

J-Mar Apart me rta
The Hlghlende
1 8 2 bed spaoous. AC tor the discerning up.
perclass and graduate ttudentt. Furnished
and unturrvshed. Start at 8350/mo. 354-6036

Call 353-5028

But you can gain valuable experience
at THE BG NEWS
The BG news has several positions
available tor next year m me Ad Dept
We are looking tor enthusiastic, dadicawl.
eager individuals who want to GET AHE ADI
(Must have own car)
Call 372-2808 for dealt or
coma lo 204 West Hal for an application

2 bdrm. 642 S. College, # 1 has
been recently remodeled, small
pet o.k. Available any time
after July 15,1994
$450/mo. 12 mo. lease

M

" 2 NEW SPEAKERS 6 VELVET COUCH "
BEST OFFER
CALL BOB AT 353-3413

Loft tor sale Bought from SBX NEW. 1 year
old. Good conditon. durable, holds up lo 300
pounds. Tabes Included, pressed pine. Meets
sllUntvereHy Ute coatee. Call 354-1616.

. ,.

Campus — Administration, Faculty, Student Government, Student Life, C\\\
Human Diversity, General Assignment. City — Courts, City Government, 'VIA
Police, General Assignment.

'84 Plymouth Honlon
Auto, 74K. dean 8 reliable CB
81500 OBO. 874-4479

COUNSELORS WANTED: Trim down-fitness,
co-ed. NYS camp. 100 poeiBona: sports, crafts.
many others Camp Shane, Ferndale, NY
12734(914)271-4141.

If you're Interested in finding a job
in the Advertising/Marketing Md
GOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERENCEI

Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Opinion Editor
City Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Feature Editor

FOR SALE
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CRUISE SHIPS MIRING
■ Earn up to 82.000 plus/month
on Cruise Snips or Land-Tour companies.
Summer 8 Ful-Ttme employment available.
No experience necessary.

Pick up your application for the^Fall semester in 204 West Hall

Wanted: Responsible individual to provide
chifdeare tor 8 6 12 year old females in my
home Monday through Friday, 6 am-6 pm starting party June. Own transportation. CaN
352-0193 aflat 6 pm.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Looking lor a summer job? Why not get involved in something that makes a difference?
Pesticide reduction 8 Great Lake protection.
$30CVwk to start. 1:30- 10pm M-F permanent
available 241-7874. E .eellent resume work.

PA. Good salery/lI pa! (908) 8894139.

HOIOFFIJHE^PHESS!

WANTED: Race Fans PART-TsME SUMMER
WORK
1 day a wky8 hrt. concessionaire for
Mniitreem Speedway in Findlay. Posilon
immediately available - contact:
Mark Walece- 872-2573

2 bdrm. turn apt for 2 people
$450. includes free heal, water
gat, HBO, tamer. 354 OS 14

Campaign Sbsfl

$549 par hour

The BG News
3

The BG News needa an experienced
typist/prool-reader for classified
advertising StartFal Semester
Must be available Tues. 6 Thurs.
11am-2pm. Must have computer eip..
accurate 6 speedy, proficient spetar
6 prool reader Cal 372-0328, Barb
Mller tor more information.

Bartenders cooks, waiters 8 waitresses for
Daly's Pub 8 Timothy's Restaurant. Sanduaky,
OH now hinng summer help. Cat! 1 -62&3390

40 hours par week

Child Care for summer
Tuesday - Thursday. 7:30 - 5:00353-2419

Summer Jobs: Waterfronl Director, Fronsar
Director. 6 Mala Counselors needed YMCA
Wilson Outdoor Center, Beletonteine, OH
43311. Cal 1 -800-423-0427.

Alaska fisheries summer employment. Earn up
10 815.000 this summer in canneries, processors, etc. Mala or female.
Roorn/boarcVtravel after provided1 Guaranleed Success' (919)929-4398 exl A76

COUNSELORS-INSTRDCTORS needed! 100
poaMlonal Coed summer camp. Pocono

Call Nick at 372-1851

Part-time delivery parson/office help. 10-12
hourarwk. 85rhour . mileage. Must have car.
CallTodd at 354-2110.

- Earn up to 88.000 plus in two months. Room
8 Board' Transportation! Male/Female No
enpentnot necessary! (208) S4S-41SS oil
A5544.

Ma.

tVnmediaiely in need of 1 - 2 female roommates
to share a spacious apartment. Great Location
and low rent Cat 352-9117.

We deliver

MANAGEMENT TRAINEE/RESTAURANT:
820-23K (Fee Paid) Coeegarlaadership skiitsi
•Advancement- (Not last rood) "5 day work
ber^a2Sw^24iK22jMPE_RIAl_^

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Female subteaser needed for summer. Nice
2nd St. apartment, completely furnished. Own
room, A/C. Call Amy at 3S3-1407.

352-4683

Laat chance for tha oast summer job ever!
Student Sprinklers only haa a tew ones left in
OH tor your first 810.000 summer. Toledo
Manager net pay was 89300 tor last 2 yrs. Thia
could be you' Get REAL EXP. running a proven and successful business. Full training and
support provided. Call Steve at (800) 265-7891
MMEOJATELYIII

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS

H«i"Q'
Call DrBanedetto'l
lor your
party subs
and
salads

BUSINESSCORPORATE TRAINEE I21K
Base (t at year to 828K) -Degreed" Aggressive
oulgoingi "Good GPA" (School involvement)
Esealant career opportunity/rapid advancement from vrithinl 'Banalta" 243-2222 IMPERIAL
^^
m

a*fE&6I
Management Inc.

SUMMER RATES
for large 1 bedroom apt. located
at 215 E. Poe Rd. 6-1-94/ 8-14-94
terms Is only $475.
(419) 353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045
N. Main St. for a complete list of
apts. we have available

Management Inc.
GREAT APT AVAILABLE at 830
Fourth Street,
Air conditioner, plenty
of parking. $300/mo.

Management Inc.
SUMMER RATES
for large 1 bedroom apt. located
at 215 E. Poe Rd. 6-1-94/ 8-14-94
terms is only $*75^^

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045
N. Main St. for a complete list of
apts. we have available.

